
a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by sixto - 2013/04/27 06:45
_____________________________________

can somebody help me to create a drum kit for a4 like this >  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FG9rsksVERw

i could pay via paypal if someone create these sounds in the a4 .  

Thanks  very much

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by arsecrack - 2013/04/29 19:06
_____________________________________

Not really possible without putting it through effects like bit crushers but then that defeats the point. You'd get results
from Machinedrum or Monomachine.

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by pulsn - 2013/05/06 01:25
_____________________________________

Listen to the Preset A5, that has some wonderfull percussions and kick as starting point. Not similar to a SID, but
definately 8Bitish.

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by Bath House - 2013/05/15 12:59
_____________________________________

Totally doable on the A4. Use pulse waves with extreme pulse width settings to make it really nice and nasal, then
modulate those pulse widths at the extreme edges. Use the noise source shape to get that really "chiptune" aliased
digital noise sound and blend it in, or use it for percussion sounds.

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by jbuonacc - 2013/05/15 13:24
_____________________________________

sorry to sound like a dick, but it sounds to me like you guys have no idea how most of those C64 percussion sounds are
actually made?

it's pretty much a "wavetable", playing back different waveforms and parameter settings in succession at very fast
speeds. this screenshot of the '38911bytes' VST shows it pretty well (similar to how C64 trackers do it):

http://rekkerd.org/img/articles/odo_38911bytes_v3.png


so, this is pretty much impossible on most any normal analog synth.

BUT...

(bare with me, i haven't been up on the A4 since release)

the A4 has the ability to change patch settings per step. i don't know if it's possible, but if there's any way to use an LFO
or other modifier to trigger patch changes *faster* than per step, then it might be possible. i was thinking about this when
the A4 came out (probably mentioned it here or elsewhere as well). another thing might be to multiply the tempo of an
individual track (is this possible?) to get something like this going.

let me know if this doesn't make sense, i'll try to explain it a bit better.
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also - the C64/SID has nothing to do with "bit crushers", "aliasing", or anything of the sort (unless playing back samples
on it, which isn't the case here). it's pretty much an analog synth on a chip.

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by arsecrack - 2013/05/15 17:44
_____________________________________

Sure, but he wants to make those type of sounds on a machine without a SID chip so I'm pretty sure that we all
answered in a way to get SID type sounds. Obviously they are not going to sounds SIDlike but... It's what the OP asked. 
We could have all said "get a SID machine" I guess and left him him wondering why he bought the A4.

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by jbuonacc - 2013/05/15 19:13
_____________________________________

:huh:   uhh, no. 

as far as i can see, he asked how to make C64/SID sounds, which are distinctly different than the typical
analog/Simmons sounds (or bit reduced, however that applies?) that were suggested. i think you would've been better off
telling him "no, you can't make those sounds on the A4" if you can't come up with a way to actually do it. 

then again, maybe he'd be happy with those simple analog drum sounds and isn't particular about the SID snares and
other sounds that were featured in the video. (??)

but again, i'm saying that this may actually be possible on the A4 itself due to the way it can can switch between patches
per step (which is basically what the SID chip is doing, at the rate of 1/96th notes and faster). it'd be simple if Elektron
added some sort of "table" sub-page per track to do this. not sure if you can do it currently with LFOs, track tempo
multipliers, etc...

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by arsecrack - 2013/05/15 21:10
_____________________________________

Ha, fair one. Just re-read the OP and he didn't actually say anything about SID sounds perse. hehe touche.

*This wasn't the thread I was looking for*

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by sixto - 2013/05/16 05:29
_____________________________________

hehehe exelent discussion . Thanks everybody for comment . Its very interesting for me hear opinions.  "SID sound" is a
particular sound , with a particular character of course . Its hard to understand how its possible that a modern machine
like a4 canÂ´t create a simple C64 SID snare . Its very curious . Have you think about it ?. Im not talking about make a
hypersaw sound , im talking about a "simple" SID- like and im very impressive how some of you guys say NO , another
guys say YES ... hehe let me see if i can try it . Im very ignorant in syntesis but i have a modern analog machine ! why
donÂ´t try it ? hehehe thanks a lot guys. Will post here my progress with some mp3 files when i have it okey ? thanks a lot
, keep this post alive ! sid is still alive !

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by jonah - 2013/05/16 08:07
_____________________________________
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LFO to oscillator waveform at audio rates,envelope to LFO depth, disable velocity to volume and link it to tune, sub osc,
ect. Turn on arp, crank speed.

Throw in  more modulations to taste.

Noise with S+H for snares.

I'll go there - and say it's better than the c64!

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by jbuonacc - 2013/05/16 16:21
_____________________________________

Jonah is on the right track... 

does the A4 have the user-defined LFOs that the Octatrack does? that might be perfect if routed to waveform selection. if
not, i guess you might be able to approximate it somewhat.


sixto wrote:
... Its hard to understand how its possible that a modern machine like a4 canÂ´t create a simple C64 SID snare . Its very
curious . Have you think about it ?. Im not talking about make a hypersaw sound , im talking about a "simple" SID ...

that's the thing - the C64 snare isn't so simple, if you look at how it's done (or try comparing it to a basic noise/osc
"analog snare"). the "c64 snare" is actually a number of different sounds (usually four or five 'steps' in the 'wavetable'?)
played back very quickly to sound like a single hit. similar to the way that very fast C64 arpeggios are used to simulate
chords.

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by jonah - 2013/05/18 01:48
_____________________________________

jbuonacc wrote:
Jonah is on the right track... 

does the A4 have the user-defined LFOs that the Octatrack does? that might be perfect if routed to waveform selection. if
not, i guess you might be able to approximate it somewhat.
 no LFO designer. You have to use another LFO or envelope to modify the first's depth, speed, multiplier (up to 2000x),
phase, or fade!

I should try turbo MIDI from the Octatrack to the a4's CCs , otherwise I doubt there's the bandwidth. Too bad that doesn't
work USB to USB.

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by jbuonacc - 2013/05/18 14:45
_____________________________________

awesome, that should work pretty well!

any audio of the A4 doing this sort of thing?

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by neilbaldwin - 2013/05/29 02:55
_____________________________________

Here you go:
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https://soundcloud.com/neilbaldwin/analog-c6-4

:)

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by sixto - 2013/05/29 16:12
_____________________________________

Wow. Its amazing. Please can ypu sharw your kit or sounds? These drums and snares are done with the analog four or
did you use another synts?

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by neilbaldwin - 2013/05/29 16:27
_____________________________________

There's a bit of post-recording EQ and compression but otherwise it's all Analog4. Just a few patterns chained together in
Song mode and I played the synth lead (MIDI keyboard connected to the A4) live.

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by sixto - 2013/05/29 21:16
_____________________________________

Very nice.  If you have the sounds or kit let me know it  bro.

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by neilbaldwin - 2013/05/30 02:19
_____________________________________

@sixto: check your email :)

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by sixto - 2013/05/30 06:35
_____________________________________

Hi man .  My email ?   my mail : sixtonio@hotmail.com      did you send me something ?  i canÂ´t see nothing from you .
im checking the inbox.

I did a c64 tracks 3 days ago ;)  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRLnsBR9Otk&feature=youtu.be

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by pulsn - 2013/05/30 07:04
_____________________________________

Neil that is awesome!

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
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Posted by neilbaldwin - 2013/05/30 18:26
_____________________________________

Ha ha, cheers. It was great fun. Took me back to my younger days B) 

@sixto: I replied to your PM via email and it went to jincatelo hotmail.com

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by neilbaldwin - 2013/05/31 00:09
_____________________________________

Sent you another PM.

In case that doesn't come through, I said: Give me a couple of days to tidy up the kit a bit. There's no need to pay me but
I'd appreciated it, if you want to, if you'd make a donation to my charity page: http://www.justgiving.com/neil-baldwin

:)

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by neilbaldwin - 2013/06/07 00:05
_____________________________________

I uploaded the sounds here:

http://marmotaudio.co.uk/blog/2013/6/6/c64-sound-on-elektron-analog-4-giveaway

============================================================================

Re:a4 - how create c64 drum kits ?  i pay
Posted by sixto - 2013/06/08 06:34
_____________________________________

thanks very much . much appreciate it

============================================================================
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